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The Editor’s Ramblings

G

reetings URRGlings! Its springtime in Potter,
so it must finally be
time for a new issue of
The Potter Rocketeer.

mirror and infrared capability, it can see deeper
into space—and into the
past—than any space
born telescope ever
made.

I again apologize for
the delay in getting a
new issue out; I really
need to work harder to
stick to a schedule.

China has launched its
own space station.
Smaller than the ISS,
the Palace in the Sky is
an orbiting lab much like
the old Soviet Mir station.

I will offer, by way of
explanation, that putting this together requires quite a bit of
time, and sometimes
life gets in the way.
With that said, I am
happy to accept any
submissions of articles
or kit reviews, or even
stories about your own
projects or rocket adventures that you feel
like sharing. That way,
I don’t have to write
as much.
So, if you’ve got
something, don’t be
bashful!
Space News
It seems like so much
has happened since
last fall in outer space.
The biggest thing
might be the successful launch and deployment of the James
Web Space Telescope.
In the works for 2 and
a half decades, there
was a lot riding on the
success of JWST. With
its massive hexagonal

Sources for Little John & Ariane stories:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MGR-3_Little_John
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ariane_5
https://www.arianespace.com/vehicle/ariane-5/
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SpaceX is having a banner year for sheer volume of launches (they
might give Jackson a run
for his money!). That
includes multiple flights
to expand their fleet of
Starlink satellites, with
several boosters reaching the 10-12 flight
mark. Just a few years
ago, the notion of reusing a rocket was nuts.
Now its routine.

corner. The club has
been working hard on
putting together what
should be an amazing
event. But we can’t do
it without help.
Running an event the
scale of URRF requires
a lot of volunteer support. There a number
of job functions that
need to be filled so
that rockets can fly.
Most of these roles are
broken into easy to
manage 2-hour shifts.
So if you plan to fly,
please consider taking
a volunteer shift so
that the burden is
eased on others.
Anyway, the season is
getting off to a great
start. We've already
had an excellent first
event (often it snows
in April!), and we’ve
seen great participation from CRP teams.
Its going to be a great
year!

SpaceX also recently
sent the first entirely private crew to the ISS.
Apparently, however, the
billionaires
Table of
that made
the trip
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found life
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URRF 8

The RSO and Registration tents can be found
ummer is right just behind the Range
around the
Head, which will be at
corner, which
the central within the
can only mean parking area. The
that its time for the
Vendor Midway will
Upstate Research
immediately surround
Rocketry Festival.
the RSO and Reg
tents.
URRF 7.5 got us back
into the big launch
Teddy Chernok of Onespirit, but we had to
badhawk is the Vendor
consolidate the
field layout due
to crop placement.

S
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their tent near the
spectator parking.
They plan to serve coffee and donuts in the
AM, will whipping up
pulled pork, beef brisket and such for lunch.
There is no reason for
you to go hungry.
They will stay on after
the range closes on

The last weekend in June will
host URRF 8,
bringing a return to the
standard layout.
This will entail
everything URRF
normally is—
three days of
fun and flying,
over 60 pads
spread over two
banks so to
keep the
launches moving efficiently,
the multiple onsite vendors for
all your rocketry
needs, the Saturday night gettogether
(hosted onsite
by BBQ Donuts,
our food venThe URRF 8 t-shirt artwork was designed by long-time
dor), and of
URRG member Rich Maus
course, the 18K
Saturday night to
waiver that we’re faCoordinator, as well as
serve dinner—all are
mous for.
in charge of RSO funcwelcome to stay and
tions.
Club President Larry
hangout. This has
Weibert is the Launch
As mentioned, BBQ
been done at the
Director for this event. Donuts from Penn Yan Country Charm
will be the food vendor campground in the
for the event. Look for past, but we’ve moved

it to the launch site for
the convenience of it,
and refrain from getting too noisy at the
campground.
Speaking of Country
Charm, a fair number
of fliers are staying
there for the weekend.
URRG has arranged to
have most of the URRF
campers all in a central, out of the way
location so we don’t
disturb other campers.
Also worth noting—
the Syracuse Rocketry Club is hosting
a hospitality tent,
which will be near
the food vendor.
They will provide
rockets for kids that
are new to the hobby and want to give
it a go. They will
also help kids learn
how to prep a rocket for flight. Check
them out.
URRF 8 promises to
be a great time!
Registration is now
open on the URRF
website. Raffle tickets and t-shirts are
also available for
purchase online, to
be picked up on
site.
Also, while you’re
on the website,
please consider
signing up for a few
volunteer shifts. This
event requires the efforts of many to make
happen, and many
hands lighten the load!
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CRP Launches

T

he Collegiate
Rocketry Program is a clublevel membership program that URRG offers
to provide guidance
and support to college
and university rocketry
teams.

2022 Spring Issue
members to make
certification flights
en-masse.

the field has been set
up.
Ahead of the April
launch, URRF hosted
teams from Clarkson
and RIT. Over the
course of the rest of
the weekend, we also
had teams from Rutgers and University of
Buffalo on field.
Larry Weibert coached
a few dozen students—
with help from Jason
Monroe—to help them
The first flight prep for Level-1 certifiof the season
cations. Though refrom the fields sults varied, the teams
of Potter was a learned a lot and the
test launch by majority of certs were
the Cornell
signed off.
rocketry team
Several team test
(see cover).
flights also took place.
Often, these
Multiple experimental
special launch- designs, which includes will take
ed staged rockets, deplace on the
ployable air brakes,
Friday prior to and even guided paraa launch
foils were attempted.
weekend, after

One of the
benefits of the
CRP is the ability for teams
to schedule
special launches for testing
purposes and
to allow team
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Club Trackers User
Guide Text & Photos By Lucas Monroe

T

getting just about fully
prepped. Then, before
you launch, come visit
us at the LCO table!
Request a tracker, sign
a few forms, and we
will provide you with
to activate the circuit
an Egg Timer GPS
and turn on the trackOnce your rocket slips tracker and receiver.
er. Replace the sled
out of sight for the
The tracker comes in a and cap. Flip the
slightest amount of
switch on the Receivcustom built housing.
er, wait for the two to
To turn it on, repair,
move the end cap,
and you
slide the sled out,
and plug the battery are
ready
in.
to inNOTE—ONLY PLUG
stall.
IN THE RED CONNECTOR, THE WHITE The
supIS FOR CHARGING.
plied
End Cap
Most of our trackers tracker
are also equipped
housing
with
a special circuit
is built
time, it seems like it is
with
gone forever. Because
rings
of this, URRG is offerepoxing a solution.
ied to
In recent years, we
it.
have come into posThese
session of a number of
rings
Eggtimer GPS trackare
ers. We currently offer
these trackers for
rental on the field.
he rocket field. A
landscape coated
in rocket-eating
trees and crops, covered by a sky so grand
that rockets seem to
disappear.

Battery Plug

They cost $10 a flight,
and users are liable to
cover any damage to
the trackers or receivers. This is a guide on
their rental and use.

that prevents the batteries from running
low and dying completely, as li-pos do.

Want a tracker for
your rocket? Start by

Make sure you press
the button on the sled

ceiver will have
a few separate
sets of info. A
set of GPS coordinates, an arrow pointing towards the rocket, a compass
bearing to the
rocket, and a set
of letters denoting
whether you need to
go more left or more
right.
REMINDER- THESE
ARE NOT
DATALOGGERS.
There is no
reason to
plug them
into any
computer.
Please only
use batteries supplied
by the
URRG rocket club.
There you
have it – a
(hopefully)
complete
and helpful
guide to
the URRG
rental
trackers.

If you still
need help,
meant to hold a zip tie
don't be afraid to ask!
on to the shock cord. 2
I should be around on
-3 zip ties are recomfield at most, if not all
mended. After that,
launches. There are
you are ready to fly!
plenty of other knowledgeable people there
Once you fly, the reif not!
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Featured Rocket: Ariane 5
See page 2 for references

The Ariane 5 has a
lengthy track record of
reliable service.
At the time of this
writing, Ariane 5 has
made a total 112
launches in its various
forms, 107 of them
successful.
Launched with the aid
of a pair of nonreusable solid rocket
boosters, the Ariane 5
is flown from the ESA
launch complex in
French Guiana on the
coast of South America.

the rocket - which is
what launched the
JWST - is the ES variant. Standing 171 feet
tall and 18 feet in diameter, the Ariane 5
ES can place 46,000
pounds into low earth
orbit. If you’re goal is
a geosynchronous
transfer orbit instead,
it can lift 20,000
pound to that altitude.

The Ariane 5 is also
capable carrying dual
payloads, placing two
satellites into orbit
during the same
The Ariane 5 can mission.

Ariane 5 prepared to
launch the James Webb
Space Telescope
NASA Image

W

hen we think
of heavy lift
rockets, most
people’s first thought
might be of the mighty
Saturn V. Or perhaps
in today’s context, a
SpaceX Falcon Heavy
or Starship. Most of
us, however, forget
that there are rockets
capable of large payloads outside of the
USA.
But many nations have
rockets capable of doing heavy work. On
the other side of the
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Atlantic, the European
Space Agency makes
use of rockets from
Arianespace. The Ariane 5 is a heavy lift
workhorse that tends
to be under rated from
an American perspective.
But NASA, partnered
with the ESA, just recently launched the
highly acclaimed
James Webb Space
Telescope into service
aboard an Ariane 5.

The rocket
place 46,000 Although the
has two
pounds into LEO launching of the
primary
JWST was the
stages not counting
most recent launch of
the SRBs, the first of
the Ariane 5, there are
which is powered by a a further 10 launches
single cryogenic enplanned out over the
gine named Vulcain,
next year before the 5
not to be
confused
Continues on PG 13
with
ULA’s
upcoming Vulcan rocket.
The second
stage is
capable
of being
relit in
orbit to
allow
proper
orbital
insertion
of its
payload.
The current version of

Mike Peel Image,
courtesy of WiikiCommons
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Kit Review: Madcow Little
John (3” Cardboard Version)

W

hile thinking
about what to
build for this
issue, it occurred to
me that I had not built
anything at all from
Madcow. With that in
mind, I perused their
catalog for something
that was in the size
range and type of
model I prefer, and
wasn’t too expensive
to boot. And I came up
with the Little John, in
the 3” diameter size.
The MGR-3 Little John
was conceived of as a

“little” brother to the
MGR-1 Honest John.
Both were intended to
be battlefield artillery
missiles. And like the
Honest John, the Little

John could be nuclear
tipped for tactical use.

pleasing
aesthetically.

Tech Specs
Manufacturer:

Madcow

Type:

Scale

Scale:

1/4

Body Diameter:
3”
The MadLength:
36.5”
cow kit is
packaged in Weight:
24 oz (mfg spec)
a plastic
Motor Mount:
38mm
bag, but
shipped
Recovery:
Not Included
from MadRetail Price:
$92.20
cow well
protected
in a cardboard box.
could be a good stepThis kit actually modThe contents of the kit ping stone for a builder
els the XR47 prototype
are straightforward. A looking to up their
version of the missile.
game.
3” airframe tube,
By the time production
molded nose cone, a
The first thing I did
began, the design had
38mm motor tube,
was measure and
fins, and cen- weigh all the parts,
tering rings.
then built a file in
Madcow also
RockSim. This gave me
included a
an idea of how much
brief instruc- ballast would be needtion sheet, a
ed to make it stable
vinyl decal,
for the flying I’m likely
eyebolt, hard- to do.
ware for butAfter that, the build
tons and moitself is pretty standtor retention,
ard. There were a couplus a length
ple things to note,
of nylon shock
however.
cord.
The centering rings are
The basics of
a 1/4” thick, and the
this kit make
forward ring is
for a nice
predrilled for the hartransition
ness eye bolt. The
from low powthickness makes it fairer to higher
ly easy to drill for rail
evolved into the XR53 power.
buttons.
version, which had
The skills need to build
The centering rings
smaller rectangular
it are just a step or
and fins are laser cut,
fins. The clipped delta two beyond that of a
shape of the prototype typical Estes kit, so it
Continues on PG 11
fins is much more
Setting aside the logic
of using nukes at close
range in combat, the
Little John makes for a
nice beginner scale
project. The design is
simple, in that has a
conventional nose cone
shape, a straight airframe, and four fins.
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April Launch

S

pringtime in Potter—the breeze
with a bit of bite
to it, the smell of onions, the roar of rocket
motors.

The first URRG launch
of the season took
place on April 31 and
May 1, though the first
flight of the season
was technically the
weekend before, when
the Cornell rocketry
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team made
a test flight
of their project
rocket.
The official
season kicked
off with significant CRP activity (see
page 4), but
also with a
healthy enthusiasm by regular club members.
The
weather
proved
acceptable both
days of
the
weekend,
and
dozens
of flyers
turned
out;
we’ve
not seen
that

many
cars on
site in
April in
a long
time.

weekend
was also a
good opportunity
to sort
through
the club
The
equipment
away
and take
pad—
the mo- note of
what
bile
works and
launch
tower— what
was also needs repair before
kept
URRF in
busy over the weekend. Mickey Rowe June.
put it to
good use
with two
different
(and impressive)
flights.
The tower was
also used
for multiple CRP
team
flights.
The

All in all,
it was a
great
weekend
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flying rockets and getting a bit
sun (and
wind)
burned.
Seeing
friends again
after a long
winter.
Special
thanks to
everyone
that helped
put on and
support the
launch, as
well as set
up and tear
down the

field equipment.
See you in
May!
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Little John Cont’d

they still assumed you
would know to complete some steps (like
tie on the nose cone).

Warped Fins

as are the fin slots in
the body tube. With
that in mind, the fit of
all the parts should be
a sure thing. But it
wasn’t. For starters,
the fins in my kit were
all somewhat warped.

same side of all the
slots. Perhaps not that
big a deal for someone
used to cutting fin
slots by hand, but it
would be a stumbling
block for a transitioning builder.

This wasn’t that big of
a deal, but I’d have
preferred them all to
at least be warped the
same way (so as to
give it a nice spin). But
the warps went in different directions. I
guess we’ll have to see
if the balance each
other out in flight.

Again, these were
shaped by laser cutting, so this is just a
matter of not having
the cutting program
dialed in.

The bigger issue was
that the fin slots weren’t cut quite wide
enough for the fins. It
wasn’t that the fin
stock was thick—it was
actually undersized for
1/8” - rather, the slots
were just too narrow.
So I had to shave
them wider with a
hobby knife, making
sure to only trim the

Beyond that, it’s worth
noting that the nose
cone has fairly pronounced parting lines
on it—four of them, in
fact. One set was minor and easy to sand
off. But the other set
of parting lines can’t
be entirely sanded
away; they would
need filler to entirely
smooth out. I didn’t
bother this time.
The instruction sheet
was better than I’ve
seen in some other
high power kits, but

from 1/4” Kevlar. To it
is attached a 30” Top
Flight thin-mil parachute.

In building this kit, I
As is typical, the first
chose to make a coustep is building up the
ple of upgrades. For
motor mount. I instarters, I used an
stalled the retainer on
Aeropack threaded
the motor tube first,
motor retainer, which I then backed the botpurchased from MAC
tom ring up to it. The
Performance.
mount only has two
rings, so there’s no
I also did away with
need to use the fins to
the nylon cord, electspace the placement of
ing instead to go with
the forward ring. With
Kevlar. Teddy at Onethe rings epoxied on, I
badhawk sold me on
installed the harness
his pre-sewn harness
lead.
attachment point,
which has 15” of 1/4”
With that all set, the
Kevlar lead sewn onto mount could be inserta forged eye bolt. This ed into the body tube.

Pre-sewn
attachment
point

moves the attachment
point of the actual harness out to above the
front end of the body
tube and allows it to
be readily removed.

The harness itself is
also from Onebadhawk, made also

Taking care to align
the lower ring with the
bottom of the fin tabs,
the mount is epoxied
into place. Given the
wood and cardboard
structure, a builder
could probably use a
Continues on PG 12
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don’t play
well with
bean fields.
So, I went
with the test
round paint
scheme that
is on the
Now that the motor
sample that
mount is cured, the
is on display
fins can be installed.
at the White
After the fin slot issue,
Sands misI was nervous that the
sile range, in
fin tab length but also
the rocket
be a problem, but
garden. This
Madcow got that part
has a red
right. No tab trimming
forward secwas needed. I epoxied
tion above a
white body,
Motor Mount
with a few
Assembly
black bands
With the
and
rocket all
stripes
assemas a
bled (but
roll
the butpattons left
tern.
On the painting
off), I
This
stand
scuff
makes
sanded the glassine on
a relatively easy
the tube, as well as
scheme to mask
the fins. Then it was
off. I sprayed
sprayed with highthe red first,
build primer.
then masked off
Normally, I’d sand the the nose and
primer down, re-prime sprayed the
and re-sand. This time, black. This alI sanded the first prilowed me to
mer layer and decided just mask over
there was enough left
the banded areto just go to the paint. as and finish
them in one by one,
with the white
The “US ARMY” decal
using my trusty Estes
paint.
plastic fin guide tool to that comes with the kit
is intended to go on an This rocket
make sure they were
olive drab paint job, to seems to need
straight.
represent a service
about 2.5-3
round. But
ounces of nose
Visit: https://
www.madcowrocketry.com/3-little-john/ drab rockets weight for sinwood
glue, like Titebond II,
successfully. But since
the motor mount is
38mm, I decided to go
with Bob Smith 30 minute epoxy.
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Now it
was time
for finishing. I’d
previously marked
out the
locations
to drill for
buttons
and now
needed to
remember to do
that before
spraying
primer
over the
marks.

gle grain 38mm motors, based on the sim.
The instructions also
specify a target CG
point as well.
With the rocket finished, I’m now just
waiting for the next
launch to put it on the
rail. Overall, it made a
reasonable stepping
stone when a builder I
ready to move up from
Estes kits.
The Little John is available from several Madcow retailers as well as
from Madcow’s website.

Completed
Rocket
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Ariane Cont’d
is finally retired. It
will be replaced
with the Ariane 6,
which is intended
to have nearly
identical performance as the
Ariane 5, but
with significantly reduced operational costs.
So, what about
building a flying
model of the
Ariane 5?
Frankly, it
shouldn’t be
rocket science
(or is it?) - the
basic design is
actually pretty
straightforward.
The only
unusual
features,
mainly the
SRB cones
and the
nozzles,
can be addressed by
a 3D printer. I would
try to duplicate the
exposed
portion of
the Vulcain
engine by
partially
extending
the motor
mount from
the base of
the body
tube. A tapered
shroud or

The Potter Rocketeer
(like from
LOC PreciStephane
sion). Scale
Depending on your
Corvaja
Image,
would be
preference of scale, about 1/83,
European
there are a lot opSpace Agency
which would
tions. I’ve worked give you a
out a three differ- model that
ent variations to
was 24.75”
satisfy different
tall. Again,
tastes.
the scale diFor those prefer- ameter for
the SRBs
ring low power,
using Estes BT60 doesn’t fit
neatly into a
(1.627”) tubing
would give you a common size
model that is ap- tube at
1.45”, so
proximately
you’d have to
1/133 scale. It
take some
would stand
liberty here. I
15.5” tall. The
would sugideal booster
would be .904” in gest using
diameter, but as Estes BT-55
tubing here,
that’s not a
standard tube, which would
be a touch
then BT50
small but still reasona- one not commonly
(.976”) or
seen at a club flight
perhaps cou- ble for a semi-scale
model.
line.
pler for BT50
would work
The final option I’ve
The choice is one of
well enough. worked out here would power—should it fly

adapter would fill in
the profile.

Moving up to
mid-power,
I’d look at
using 2.6”
tubing. You
could go with
Estes BT80
to keep
weight down,
but if you’re
considering a
29mm
mount, then
you might be
better off using heavier
walled tube

fly on Level-1 high
power, using 4” diameter heavy wall body
tubing. At this diameter, the scale comes
up at approximately
1/53.6. The rocket
would stand 38.25” tall
when complete, which
is a respectable size.
This time, the SRB diameter works out to
2.24”, nearly that of
Estes BT-70H (or
54mm) tube.

simple or complex? It
would be easy enough
to build the model with
the solid rocket boosters simply hanging on
the sides for appearance purposes. Doing
so would allow the
SRBs to mount removable fin units, much
like the old Estes Titan
IIIE kit.

But it would also be
inherently much cooler
for it fly in a cluster
configuration, with a
Either choice would
motor in each side pod
make for a
as well as the central
Ariane 5 with JWST
fine looking
“main” engine.
onboard. Drawing
model, and
courtesy of NASA
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Pictures from the Fall

W

e didn’t publish at the end
of last season,
so we’re making up for
it here with a bunch of
photos from last season!
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Rocketry Marketplace

www.performancehobbies.com

Column ads are free to URRG
members, and advertisement
banners are free to regular field
vendors. All others contact the
editor for more info

www.macperformance.com

Kelley McCabe
Image,
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Club Calendar
UPSTATE RESEARCH
ROCKETRY GROUP
Launch Site:
Torrey Farms of Potter
4272 State Rt. 364
Penn Yan, NY
14527
NAR Section #765
Tripoli Prefecture # 139
E-Mail:

May 21-22
June 24-26
July 23-24
August 21-22
September 10-11
October 15-16
November 19-20

Launch #2
URRF 8
Launch #4
Launch #5 &
Summer Picnic
Launch #6 &
Night Launch
Launch #7
Launch #8

urrgbod@gmail.com
PotterRocketeer@urrg.us

Proof that red is the
faster color

About URRG

The Upstate Research Rocketry
Group, Inc (URRG) is located in Western New York. We are a NYS incorporated non-profit 501-C3 focusing on
educational and research aspects of
amateur rocketry.
We are dedicated to promoting model
and high power rocketry, and
are registered as prefecture #139
with the Tripoli Rocketry Association
and NAR Section #765.
URRG has the privilege of flying
at Torrey Farms of Potter, NY, one of
the finest fields in the Northeast. The
former swamp nestled in the heart of
the picturesque Finger Lakes wine
region, is now a productive farm and
has been the home to the July 4th
“Muck Fest,” LDRS-28, LDRS-31,
URRF, and LDRS-34.
URRG at Torrey Farms has been described by Rockets Magazine as the
Northeast's summer time rocketry
destination.

www.urrg.us
www.facebook.com/groups/
urrgny

Copyright © 2022 Upstate
Research Rocketry Group

720 Creek Lane
Youngstown NY
14174

Off the Pad

We’re on the Web!

So whether you’re a BAR, an old timer, or just interested in seeing some
amazing launches, take some time
and visit us during a launch. We’re
looking forward to seeing you at our
next event.

Member Name
Street Address
City, ST 12345

